The girl

Draw and colour the girl.
Excellent!
ARTS AND CRAFTS

ANDREA

Draw your hand. Draw a person or an animal. Colour.
Draw your hand. Draw a person or an animal. Colour.
SONG "Green head, white body"

Hilly's got a green head, white body and red legs, and it's got a pink nose, and ten yellow toes.

Dinky's got a yellow head, brown feet and orange legs, and it's got a red nose, and ten brown toes.

Excellent!
SONG "Green head, white body"

Hilly's got a green head,
white body and red legs,
and it's got a pink nose,
and ten yellow toes.

Dinky's got a yellow head,
brown feet and orange legs,
and it's got a red nose,
and ten brown toes.

Excellent!